This paper presents a new state assignment algorithm called MUSE Multilevel Symbolic Encoding) for the encoding of A nite state machines targeted for multilevel implementation. Previous algorithms for multilevel targeted state assignment, like [9, 5, 121, are primarily based on algebraic concepts applied to a twolevel representation to estimate the weights of state pairs, which are related to the number of literal savings in the final multilevel representation. In our algorithm, the computation of weights of state pairs is based on a multi-level representation of the onehot encoded state machine. Three types of state pairs, O R , [ll] and one-hot encoding are presented. In most cases our algorithm has produced improved results. On the overall literal count and grid count(the number of grids after mapping the literals and latches into grids), our algorithm gives the best results.
Introduction
The increasing importance of ASIC chip designs has increased the importance of logic synthesis. Although manual design of arithmetic and data path logic is currently acceptable, the design of control logic remains a problem. Performance and area optimization dictates that multilevel finite state machine implementations are to be preferred. State assignment plays an important role in hardware implementations of finite state machines. Optimal state assignment can produce a minimal area logic implementation after encoding and logic optimization. Although state assignment for two level implementation is a classical and well studied 'This work waa supported in part by NSF/DARPA grant MIP-
8719546.
0073-1 129/90/0000/0367$01.W 0 1990 IEEE problem 1, 6 , 10, 111, state assignment for multilevel logic imp I ementation is still a developin field. Previous multilevel algorithms, like [9, 5, 127 , are primarily based on algebraic concepts applied to a two-level representation to estimate the weights of state pairs, which are related to the number of literal savings in the final multilevel representation. In our algorithm, the computation of weights of state pairs is based on a multi-level representation of the onehot encoded state machine. The initial results of our state encoding of the MCNC benchmark examples, as compared to JEDI , MUSTANG ,NOVA and one-hot encoding are presented. In most cases our algorithm has produced improved results. On the overall literal count and grid count(the number of grids after mapping the literals and latches into grids), our algorithm gives the best results. This paper presents a new state assignment algorithm based on multilevel representations of finite state machines which are "algebraically" optimized onehot encode state machines. Our algorithm gives accurate estimations of prospective literal savings before doing state encoding. Three types of state pairs, OR, C O M -P L E X and M O R E -C O M P L E X are defined in the context of multilevel representations of finite state machines. Thus we can use both Boolean and algebraic operations to calculate the weights of state pairs which give more accurate estimation of literal savings than the methods mentioned above. While our overall program organization is similar to [9] , new methods for computing present state and next state weight matrices are presented. We use the three pair weights mentioned above to compute the present state terms, and hlIS-like common cube extraction techniques to estimate the the "encoding affinity" between each next state pair.
An analogy exists between our processing of these state pairs and the processing of the group encoding constraints generated by the KISS algorithm after symbolic (2-level) minimization [lo] . In this sense our initial multilevel minimization amounts to a multi-level extension of symbolic minimization -hence our use of the word "symbolic" in the acronym chosen for the name of our algorithm.
A new cost function which is based on our new methods of computing weight matrix was invented. The new cost function gives more insight into why our new algorithm may produce more accurate literal savings estimation, and, hence, better results than the algorithms mentioned above.
In the classical approaches to state assignment, Arm-strong [l] developed a method capable of coding lar e machines, based on a graph interpretation of the pro%-lem. He transformed the state assignment problem into a graph embedding problem. Dolotta Instead of aiming at reducing the product term count of a PLA implementation of a state machine, the multilevel targeted encodin algorithms aim at how t o take the advantages of multieve1 implementations and how to make use of multilevel combinational logic synthesis tools such as BOLD, [8] , and MIS, [3] . The MUSTANG algorithm, [SI, is primarily based on algebraic techniques applied to a two-level representation of a state machine. The heuristic encodin algorithm tries to m aimize the number and size of common subexpressions so that multi-level logic optimization programs like MIS and BOLD can factor out the common subexpressions and create an optimized multilevel implementation of a state machine. The encoding algorithms attempt to predict the outcome of one step of the multilevel optimization process so that the embedded common cubes may be factored out by the multi-level logic optimization system in the optimization stage. Since it considers only 1 level of factorization of a 2-level network, MUS-TANG, conceptually, produces a three-level network (although there may be more than three Iogic levels after optimization). The JEDI algorithm, [9], takes a similar approach, but addresses a more general symbolic encoding problem. The KERNEL-MUSTARD [12] algce rithm is also primarily based on algebraic techniques applied to a programamableencoding model in which states are encoded in binary variables. The algorithm u m the model to extract kernels of the combinational logic as functions of the state encoding. In presenting the new algorithm described below, we shall take the opportunity to describe the MUSTANG and JEDI algorithms more precisely, and thus state precisely how our algorithm resembles, and is distinct from, these previously published algorithms.
Our new algorithm uses a multilevel structure de- Section 2 contains some basic definitions and notation that will be useful for describing our new algorithm and comparing it to the JEDI and MUSTANG algorithms. The overall framework of our new algorithm is described in Section 3. In particular, the concept of state pairs and weight matrix (whose elements are the optimization affinity between state pairs) is defined in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The new algorithm is presented in Section 4. Section 5 gives the experimental results obtained to date. The new cost function is presented in Section 6, and conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 7. 2 
Definitions and Notations
In this section we define the terms that will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
Basic Definitions
The literal savings of an encodin is defined as the difference of literal counts of an encoied machine before (that is of the 2-level representation) and after (that is of the multi-level representation) optimization.
FSM Representation
In the MCNC benchmark examples, a FSM (Finite State Machine) is represented by state transition table 7 = (Z,P,.N,U), where Z is the set of columns representing primary inputs, P is the set of columns identifying the present states of the state transitions initiated by the entries inZ, N 2 S is the set of columns identifying the next states of these transitions, and 0 is the set of columns representing primary outputs. Entries in Z and N are members of s, the set of states of the FSM. We refer, interchangeably, to the individual rows of the table as "state transitions'' "cubes" (of the synbolic PLA represented by the table), or "edges" (of the associated state transition graph We use subsccripted n to denote sizes of things. T b: us ns = I S 1 is the cardinality of the set of states, nI = 21, the number of primary inputs, nI = I 0 1 , the number of primary outputs, nE = IPI, the state encoding length ( 1 log, ns).
We use Sk E S to denote the kth state, k = 1,2,3,. . . , ns, and e k to denote the encoding of state S I . A ( e k , e,) denotes the H a m m i n g distance between state codes ek and er, that is the number of bit positions j for which (ek)j = 1 and (ec)j = 0, or conversely.
We use ivk , k = 1 , 2 , . . . , ns to refer to the "cover" comprised of all cubes with s k as next state in the state transition table, and refer to this cover as the Next State Function. We use Ei , i = 1,2,. . ., nE to denote the "cover" of all cubes with ( e k ) i = 1 , k = 1,2,3,. . . , nS and 1 5 i 5 nE, and refer to this cover as the Next State Bit Function (note this function is to be distinguished from the Next State Function defined above).
The Overall Scheme of the State Assignment Algorithm
The scheme of our MUSE algorithm is indicated in Figure 1. The major differences between our algorithm and existing algorithms are that we use a multi-level structure to represent a 1-hot encoded finite state machine. That is, we compute the present state weight matrix from the result of applying multi-level optimization to a 1-hot encoded, 2-level representation of the specified finite state machine. By this device, we can derive information for encoding decisions from a multilevel network which symbolic state variables among its logic signals. As in MUSTANG and JEDI, specific coding decisions are derived from a weight matrix, whose entries, WEIGHT(S~, si), represent the "encoding affinity" between states s; and s j . That is, if the i , j entry is large, A ( e i , e j ) should be small. As shown by the branches in Figure 1 , the weight matrix can be composed of either present-state contributions, next-state contributions or by a sum of the two. Once the weight matrix is formed, a cost function is constructed based on the weight matrix, which depends on the particular final encoding chosen. Our algorithm then attempts to find the particular encoding which minimizes this cost function, using a heuristic procedure. After selecting an encoding, the ESPRESSO 2-level minimizer with the redundant code don't care set to create an optimized 2-level representation, which is then input to MIS or BOLD to obtain the final multi-level implementation.
The advantage of basing the weight matrix computation on a multi-level representation is that we can more accurately estimate the literal savings due to logic optimization. The first step is to apply algebraic operations (usually the MIS algebraic script) to a 1-hot encoded machine to obtain a multi-level Boolean network. Note that functions at the nodes of the resulting Boolean network may have either Boolean or symbolic input variables or both. The second step is, for each cover Fk E F, where 7 is the set of covers of the Boolean network, to find the constraint group g k , which is a set of states and defined by where and s i E P is a symbolic present state variable. Since the multilevel optimization systems merge cubes and extract common cubes to reduce area, we wish to assign codes to states in a constraint group such that the states occupy the smallest subspace of the entire encoding space. These state group constraints are analogous to the group encoding constraints obtained from symbolic minimization in the KISS algorithm for 2-level encoding [lo] . An example on satisfying group constraints is given in Section 4.
At the third step, the weights of state pairs, W E I G H T ( S~, s j ) , are computed ( details are presented in Section 3.1). A state pair is a set { s i , sj }, in which s i , sj E P, and s i and s j are contained by two cubes in
the same cover of the 1-hot encoded optimized Boolean network. The final step is to call a heuristic procedure to perform state assignment. The procedure assigns binary codes to the state variables such that the group constraints are maximally satisfied and the cost function, C, is minimized. [5] and JEDI [9] use a very similar cost function. MUSTANG, JEDI, and MUSE are distinguished by the manner in which the weight matrix is computed, and by method used to select an encoding to minimize the cost function. JEDI employs a simulated annealing approach, and MUSTANG uses a heuristic clustering technique. The approach of MUSE differs in both regards.
We now present the details on computing the present state contributions to the weight matrix WEIGHT(S~, s,)
Computation of the present state
From our analysis of the multi-level representation of an 1-hot encoded machine, we classified three types of state pairs. We now discuss weight computation for each pair type.
weight matrix

OR type pair
Suppose we have the following cover in the optimized one-hot encoded multilevel networks, whose inputs are the present state variables, s~, s z , s~, s~ E P. Clearly this is an OR gate, that is, if any one of the si (1 5 i 5 4) is turned on, then this cover outputs a 1. We define each unique pair of the present state variables in this cover as OR pair. If we assign codes to this kind of state pair with the minimum Hamming distance, then the binary codes assigned to the state pair differ in exactly one bit. Then the logic optimization systems can apply the distance one cube merging operation to these two cubes which contain the state pair. Furthermore, if all four states in the constraint group are assigned to a minimum subspace of the encoding space, the logic optimization systems are capable of reducing this cover to a single cube! This is the same basic symbolic minimization result as given in [lo] for the 2-level case, but we show here that the same result holds for multi-level minimization as well. , that is non-symbolic, literals in these two cubes before encoding.
COMPLEX pair
Suppose some cover of the derived multi-level network contains the following pair of cubes, where num-common has the same meaning as before. 
The weight matrix
The above local estimations of literal savings for the three types of state pairs are not the final estimation. This is because they were based on the literal saving of a state pair in a cover which is just one of the covers in the multilevel structure of the optimized 1-hot encoded state machine. The cover which contains a state pair may be a common subexpression of several other covers as well. The final estimation of the literal saving of a state pair should reflect the contribution of its local literal saving to the entire network. Note, as shown at the bottom of Figure 1 , that we go back to PLA format and use ESPRESSO to optimize the state machine after encoding. Thus, the effect of literal savings in a cover can be propagated to its fanouts by flattening the node containing a state pair to its immediate Multiplication of literal savings by path fanouts and recursively flattening those "fanouts" into their fanouts, until the primary outputs and/or next state outputs are reached. Assume the local literal saving of a state pair in a cover is n , and the cover which contains the state pair has p paths (in the directed acyclic graph of the given Boolean network obtained by algebraic decomposition of the 1-hot encoded machine), from the specified cover to the primary outputs and next state outputs of the network. Then the final estimation of the literal savin s will be np for the state pair, that is, p times the locd savings. Note that this approach depends on the assumption that for purely algebraic optimization, the multilevel cover is syntactically equivalent to the original 1-level cover in the sense that no literals or cubes are created or destroyed in the flattening/decomposition processes [7] . 
k = l
where numg is the number of nonempty constraint groups, the superscript l(i, j ) indicates the type of the state pair (si, sj), the wi!j'J) are the local pair savings estimates defined above, and P k is the number of paths from the cover containing the state pair ( s i , s j ) to all primary outputs and/or nextstate outputs of the network. Since a state pair (si, S j ) may appear in different covers and in different types, we add all literal savings contributed by the same state pair which appears in different places. This is the origin of the summation in Equation( 10 . The physical meaning of the weight of a state pair is t b at if distance one codes are assigned to a state pair ( s i , s j ) , then the exact number, w i j , of literals can be saved in the final multilevel implementation of the finite state machine. This is another difference from JEDI [9] and MUSTANG[S], whose weight matrices are based solely on common cube extraction, which accounts for only part of the literal savings defined above.
Computation of the next state weight matrix
In the previous section, we discussed the computation of present state weight matrix. For an optimal encoding, the next state space should not be ignored. The weights of next state pairs computed by MUSTANG [5] and JEDI [9] do not give the estimation of literal saving. They only give the potentiality of common cube extraction. In our algorithm, we first create a one level boolean network with onehot encoding, in which each symbolic next state s i is represented by a corresponding next state function with representation N i , and similarly for the primary outputs. Then for every pair of next state functions, N i l Nj , we use rectangle covering techniques from MISII to extract out all common cubes between these two functions except the common cubes which are inside a function. We count the number of literals saved by factoring out those common cubes between these two functions as the weight, w i j , of the state pair, ( s i , si). Symbolically, we express the total number of literals saved by this modified MISII cube extraction process as
w i j = LITERALSSAVED(N~, N~, M I s I I ) (11)
The physical meaning of the weight of a next state pair is that for each bit k for which the encodings e i and e, of anext state pair s i , sj satisfy (ei)k = ( e j ) k = 1, at least W i j literals can be saved during algebraic optimization. Therefore, if the encodings with maximum number of 1's in common are assigned to a next state pair whose weight is large, then actual multilevel optimization will have the opportunity to realize large literal savings.
The cost function
The cost function used in the current implementation of our algorithm, whose pseudo-code is presented below in Section 4, can be written: Here the weight matrix WEIGHT(S~, sj) is comprised of either just the presentstate weight matrix, the nextstate weight matrix, or the sum of these two. The experimental results of Section 5 were obtained with encodings which were derived to heuristically minimize this cost function. A different cost function, which we think will improve these results significantly, is presented in Section 6.
The Algorithm
The state assignment algorithm is designed to choose encodings that allows multi-level logic optimizer to extract common cubes and merge cubes. The algorithm is presented in Figure 3 . When optionl is specified, the cost function uses the present state weight matrix only. In option2, the next state weight matrix The pseudo-code for computing the weight matrices is presented in Figure 4 . The function EXTRACT() extracts all the common cubes and returns the number of literals saved after factorization as discussed in Section 3.2.
The heuristic procedure ENCODING attempts to maximally satisfy t h e group constraints and minimize the cost function (12). The procedure is presented in Figure 5 . The first step of ENCODING() is to select an initial state to encode. Subprocedure LARGEST examines each next state function Ni and picks the one which is most expensive to encode (requires the most overall literals in its cover N i ) . A look ahead feature is employed to anticipate whether a smaller function might actually be larger due to possibilities of cube extraction in the computation of the next state weight matrix. This "largest state" is given the encoding of all O's, meaning that there is no implementation cost whatsoever for this state.
From this point on, each state is encoded so as to minimize its Hamming distance from the previously assigned state or states to which it is maximally attracted, according to the specified overall weight matrix. Sometimes there are more than one state which have the same maximum value of ( E j E J W~J ) where J = { jlsj E Sa }. We put those states in a state
Procedure G E N 9 STATE-WEIG HT (7) H O T = O N E _ H O T X N C O D I N G (~) O P -H O T =MULTILEVEL-OPTIMIZER(HOT)
for-each-cover Fk E 3
where si E P is a symbolic present state variable.
where numg is the number of nonempty constraint groups. return(Wp, G)
H O T =ONE-HOT-ENCODING(I)
for-each-pair-of-nextstate-function ( N ; , N j ) 
return( Wn)
Procedure G E N N -S T A T E -W E I G H T (~)
wi,j = E X T R A C T ( N~, N j ) set Q. The TIEEREAKER-I checks all states in Q for which constraint group they belong to, and selects one state such that the number of literals can be saved by satisfying that corresponding group constraint is bigger than satisfying others. The second step of EN-CODING is to choose an encoding for the selected state from the unused encoding set E,. For different encoding of the selected state, we may get the same minimum value of (EjEJ w k , j A ( e k , e j ) ) The TIEEREAKER-11 selects a assignment for a state that maximally satisfy the group constraint, i.e. the codes assigned to the states in a group occupy the smallest subspace of the entire encoding space, so that the logic optimizer can merge cubes for the OR type and extract large size of common cubes for other types of state pairs.
The importance of satisfying group constraints (TIEEREAKER-11) can be shown by following example. From this example, we can see that even though it is impossible to assign minimum Hamming distance codes to every valuable state pair, we still can gain a lot by satisfying the group constraint. Sometimes a constraint group may contain multi-type of state pairs and the priority of assigning minimum Hamming distance codes is given to the O R pair.
Experimental Results
The algorithm MUSE has been implemented without the two tie-breaker routines TIEEREAKER-I and TIEEREAKER-I1 built into the encoding function. Thus we expect that these results can be improved further. The experiment results on the 40 MCNC benchmark examples have been compared to similar results for the programs JEDI, MUSTANG, and NOVA. They show that smaller overall literall counts are obtained for the final multi-level implementations of most of the M C N C benchmark examples. The MUSE algorithm also gives the best result on the overall literal count and grid count(mapping literals and latches into grids). Table 1 shows the number of literals after optimization comparing with JEDI, NOVA,MUSTANG, ONEHOT and Best We also present the results of mapping literals and latches into grids in Table 2 , which gives overall total grid counts (summed over all FSM's) and Table 3 , which gives the number of FSM's for which the indicated method obtained a best result (if there is a tie, 1 credit is given to every algorithm which produces the tie). We count a literal as 1 grids; count a non-scan latch as 7 grids; a scan1 latch as 21 grids; and a scan2 latch as 28 grids. In Table 2 , the first row gives the best total literal counts for each algorithm. The remaining rows give the total area which excludes routing area. Our algorithm, MUSE, gives the smallest areas of all algorithms as compared with JEDI, MUSTANG, NOVA and onehot encoding. Our algorithm again gives the best result in Table 3 .
New cost function
The cost function used in the above algorithm, which had the same form as that used by JEDIand MUSTANG, was shown in Equation (12) . It does not reflect a "real" cost of an implementation in the sense that it represented tendencies rather than real literal savings estimates. According to the different physical meanings of the present and next state weight, the cost function should be different for using different weight matrix. In order to integrate all the three options of our algorithm, we invented a new cost function which gives an estimation of a "real" cost in term of literal count of an implementation. The new cost function is given by: running MIS more t 6 an 10 CPU hours without getting C(e) = C1-C2 -C3. (13) where e represents the encoding of a finite state machine. The following three subsections describe the computations of the terms C1, C2 and C3 sequentially.
Compute the original cost of an encoding
The first term C1 in (13 is the unminimized, 1-level, literal cost summed over I Ni I which represnts the num- 
Compute the literal savings of present state encoding
The second term C 2 in 6 13) is the total number of literals can be saved consi ering the present state plane for a given encoding. It is computed by:
where wi,, is the element of the present state weight matrix discussed in Section 3.1 and A ( e i , e j ) is the H a m m i n g distance between state cod$s ei and ej as defined in Section 2.2.
Compute the literal savings of next state encoding
In the Section 3.2, we discussed the computation of next state weight matrix. The weight of a next state pair is the number of literals can be saved if the encodings of that state pair have one bit of 1's in common. In this section, we compute the estimation of literal savings for the entire next state space for a given encoding instead of a single state pair. Before we give the formula of computing the third term C3 in ( 13, let us look at the following example: Example 6.1 Figure 6 shows It sliows that the new method to estimate cost is more accurate and powerful than proposed methods before. Analysis of the results shows that more improvement is expected when the T I E B R E A K E R S built into the encoding function. A new cost function which gives the estimation of final cost has also been presented. It is promising that a new heuristic encoding procedure which minimizes the new cost function will produce better results than the current implemented program does and the new encoding procedure will automatically integrate the three options into one.
Future work includes developing new encoding procedure which minimize our new cost function, directly mapping the multilevel represented onehot encoded machine into minimum or proper length encoded multilevel network. Direct mapping means that we reserve the multilevel structure of the onehot encoded machine and substitute the state encoding into the onehot encoding. At the meantime, we do optimization which we predicted during computing the weight matrix. The advantages of direct mapping can be listed below: i> Save optimization time. Since we know what the optimization system is going to do if adjacent codes are assigned to a state pair. ii) It can merge the present state and next state weight matrices into one. iii) iterations can be used to interchange encodings pairwisely so as to obtain optimal state encoding. Another future work is to investigate determination of optimum code length.
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